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INTRODUCTION 
Giovanni Batti sta Pergol es i 1 s fame has prevail ed for about ti.;o htmdred 
years pr i marily on h i s comi c inter mezzo , 11 La Serve. Padr ona 11 , and his v ocal 
and i nstr u.:mental co:mposi tion , "Stab at lvlater 11 • Ver y litt le attention has 
been pai d t o any of hi s other 'I'Tor k s . Thi s i s the fate or so many compos ers; 
and yet, ';ihen one l ooks far enough into t heir 'ilorks, one finds D. ::::::.ul ti tuue 
of Health and creati on •·rhich should n ot be overl ooked. Among the many c ompo-
s i t ions of Pergole si there are to be f ound operas, intermez zos, orat orios, 
cantata s , various sacred i·:or ks and ins tru.mental ivorks 'l'lhich have t heir indi-
vidua l strol:es of geni us . Hi s trio s onatas uhich are of' our particu l a r inter-
est mark a turning p oi nt in musical form, a form 'l'thich has s hap ed a l Bost 
every t ype of musi c sinc e, t he s onata-all errro form. Not on ly thi s , but he 
rejuvenated the three- movement sonata i n t h e g eneral structure of' the !.~ eapol-
1 . 
1 i t an overture . Thes e h-10 fac et s of hi s v.ror k mar k t he t rend for succ e eding 
generations n ot onl y to utiliz e , but to impr ove up on. 
Th at the authentici t y of these trio sonat as has be en ques t i o:1.eci. i s , of 
c our s e, of i nt er es t . Hovrever , ins ofar as the p r oper s our ces are n ot e.vai l-
able , i.e., t he manuscripts or other mat erie.l pertaini ng to t hese som:/cs.s , 
it i s impos s ible to prove or disp r ove that they Here ·Hri t ten by Per golesi. 
I 
!<r . C.L. Cud·.-rorth i n "I,ius ic and Lett ers"! states t hat 11 i t i s not i np ossible, 
but rather i mprobabl e that they are Per g ol esi 1 s om1 comp osi t ions" pr i marily 
on t he g rounds of hi s use of the ternar y form. He does admit , hm·rever , t hat 
the ternary form did exist by t he time of Pergolesi 1 s death, 1736, but not 
I to a great degree. The examp l es Hhi ch he cites are Conti's sinf'onia to b;s 
11 Palla d e Trion:fante 11 of 1721 and Marcello 1 s 11 Ari a.'1Ilo 11 of' 1727. To t hese 
1. Vol. XXX ; Oc t .,l949 ; p. 327. 
i 
might be added earlier \'iorks ,,rh..ich imply a three- part s cheme . A 11 Canzona 11 
by Lodovico da Viadana (1566-16ltl) vhich has three ' 'Tell- defined parts , t he 
th..ird part being an exact restatement of the first ten measures2; and t he 
11 Corrente 11 r.1ovement from Archangel o ~ corelli 1 s Qp . 4, Sonata V, 1694 . No 
doubt , others c oul d b e found through intensive 8.J."ld extensive research. 
r-'ir . Cud•.-rorth states a l so that t h ese trio sonatas i·rere not pub li shed tmtil 
nearly forty years after the composer 1 s deat h . Yet, Hr . Ulrich says they 
'rrere published about 17315 ; and Caff'arelli , t he editor of Op era omnia di 
Gi ova.·rmi Battista Pergolesi , tell s us in this c ollec tion: 
11 0f the t r..irty sonatas for t vro violins and bas so 
c ontinuo c ompos ed for the Prince of Stigliano, today 
\·:e knovl only fourteen despite the research mad e; and 
there is no trace of the other sixteen tihich , the edi-
tor, Robert Bremmer of London, had intentions to 
pub lish as he rec ei ved them by mail as soon as t hey 
'\'rere perfor med in Naples under the direction of the 
author(c omp oser) . Such lively inter est t:lhi c h Nas 
shm-m by the London editor is signifi cant proof of 
the succ ess vrh..i ch t hese sonata s had i mmedi ately 11 • 
1
_ihether or n ot i t is supposition on the part of all three men .,_,re d o not lmov; . 
1V'Jr . Cuchrorth also mentions the fact t hat both Burney and Ha'\'rld.ns 
doubted t heir authenticity . Hol-t ever , in Burney He f ind the question arising 
from ~:n1 opposite p oint of vi m'l' . He states: 
11 If the sonat as ascribed to Pergolesi , f'or hro 
violins and a bass a re g enuine, \-rhich i s much to be 
doubted , it 'dill not enhance their viOrth suf'ficiently 
to mruce them intere sting to moder n ears , accustomed to 
t he bold and varied compositions of Boccheri n i, Raydn, 
Vanhal etc . They are compos ed in a sty le t hat Vfas 
'lfl'Orn out 1·rhen Per g olesi began to v1ri te; at vrhich time 
2 . Ulrich, Homer; Chamber Musi c. Reprinted i n Riema..1"ln 1 n Ol d Chamber I.fusi c; 
p . 50 . 
3. Ibid; p . 149. 
ii 
another vms for ming by Tartini , Veracini, and ?.-Iarti ni 
of' Milan, •ib.ich has been s ince p olished , refined a.11.d 
enriched i'Jith nevr harmoni es , melodies, modul ations 
and effects 11 .4 
From Jc.his , one gathers t hat :r .. rr . Burney did not p eruse these sonatas. Al s o , 
h e gives us an i n c orrec t birthd ate of Per gol esi, 1704. Hai·;kins merely 
make s the statement, 1~Evi dence t hat they are genuin e i s ;·ranting 11 • 5 
So here i·:e have t vro very di f ferent reasons i'thy Per golesi might not 
have 1·:ritten these uorks a.11.d nei ther presents conclusive evi d ence. 
0-.n the other hand, emi nent musicologists h ave attributed these i·tor k s 
to Per golesi a1J.d have credited him id t h havi ng been one of the c hi ef 
originators of t he classical sonata- alleg r o for m. Among t hem are Ri emann, 
Saint- Foix , Ei n s tein, Rm·;en and the a:f'orementioned Ulrich. 6 
In agr e ement i·ri t h t he c onclu s ions of the above ;·rriters, t"b.is u riter 
credits t hese trio sonatas to t he name and person of Giovanni Battista 
Per go l esi and l'Till carry thr ough according l y in this paper . 
l f . Burney, Charles ; A Gener a l Hi s torv o:f Husic;vol. lJ-, p . 557. 
5. Hawldns , Jolm; !::.. Gen eral Hi story of t he Science and Practice of I'<!-usic; 
6 . Refer to Bibliography for sources. 
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I 
BIOORAPHICAL SKETCH OF PERGOLESI 
Francesco Andrea Draghi, the father of' Pergo1esi, '-:as born at Jesi, 
Nov. 14, 168). His position in life was that of' a surv~Jor 1 s. In 1705, 
he married Donna Anna Vittoria di Pompilio Giorgi who was a year his senior, 
having been born December )0, 1682. She bore him four children: Rosa (1706), 
Bartolomeo (1708), Giovanni (1710), and Antonio (1724)". From all indications 
I the Draghi (or Pergolesi) f~1y did not boast of' good health, for all the 
children, save Giovanni, died at a very early age. At that, Giovanni himself 
~ras a very sickly child and '~<That adult lif'e he had was apparently threatened 
at all times with consumption, for i t vlas that illness 'l'thich caused his death 
in 17)6. 
The name Pergolesi was given to the Draghi family arotmd 1655 when 
Giovanni's great-grandfather moved from Pergola to Jesi. It was the custom 
at that time to address a f'amily by the name of the to\in of their origin. 
However, the name Pergolesi was not made official until the time of Gio-
vgnni 1 s birth, 1710. 
Very little is known about Pergolesi 1 s early life. We learn from a 
footnote in Radiciotti 1s ' book1 that Pergolesi 1s first teachers were 
Sebastiana Cittadino who taught him the rudiments of grammar and Francisco 
Mondinio and Francisco Santo who taught him music. Also, there are three 
other names: the priests, Marcello Sacea and Filippo Mondini with whom he 
also studied music and the Marchese Gabrieli Ripanti with \oThom he learned 
to play the violin. It is suggested that perhaps he studied the basic 
principles 'l'dth the priests and the more advanced with the other two men 
1. Radiciotti, Giuseppe; Giovanni Battista Pergolesi, ~' qpere ed 
Influenza~ L'Arte• ::'; 
1. 
\'rho were professional musicians. Ho\'T effective these early studies 1-rere is 
not lrnm-m, but tradition presents Pergolesi as a child prodigy. This mey be 
so if the belief: that the Marchese Cardolo Maria Pianetti provided the 
means for him to study in Naples .: is true. Hardly ,.Tould a man sponsor one 
showing little aptitude or promise. Also, Radiciotti speaks of finding 
listed in an old catalogue of the library of the Marchese Pianetti the opera 
11Salustia", \'lhich i'l'as the first ,.,ork of Pergolesi 1 s to be presented before 
the public. This, Radiciotti suggests} was his wey of acknowledging the 
opportunity afforded him and how profitable it had proved to be. 
It is not conclusive evidence, but from all indications, the place 
where Pergolesi studied in Naples was the Conservatorio dei Poveri di Ges~ 
Cristo. Evidence is based on traditional belief and fact. The belief' is 
that Pergolesi studied under such masters as Domenico de Matteis (violin), 
Gaetano Greco, Francesco Durante and Francesco Feo (theory). The fact is 
that all these men were teachers at the Conservatorio. Also in the remain-
ing records of the Conservatorio there is mention of various activities of a 
student called Jesi. This may well have been Pergolesi, for to the 
Neapolitans one from outside of Naples was a foreigner, and accordingly he 
could have been called by the place of his birth. It is assumed that he 
spent about four or five years at the C_onservatorio, for by 1732 there is no 
record with reference to the person called Jesi and the records of 1731 are 
missing. Therefore, o~ surmises that he left either in 1731 or 1730. Dating 
from 1732, a document states his entry into the service of the Prince of 
Stigliano as the 11 maestro di cappella11 • This definitely indicates that he 
was no longer a student but a fully pledged professional musician. It is 
supposed that the trio sonatas of Pergolesi were written at this time to be 
2. 
I· 
played ~or the pleasure and enjoyment o~ the music-loving Prince. 
\'le learn of Pergolesi 1 s capabilities on the violin through Villarosa2 
who tells that Pergolesi drew attention to his playing with 
"chromatic passages rising and falling, ne>-1 and grace-
ful 1gruppetti 1 appoggiature of' a ne\·t kind v'lith such 
melody that the very companions who >•rere studying the 
instrument together with him remained enchanted by 
them and sometimes were constrained to suspend their 
study, surprised by the harmony produced by their 
colleague". 
1 And such passages are found in his trio sonatas. In the above quote there 
is no mention of brilliant virtuosic playing which was so prominent in the 
middle and late Baroque era.; and by the same token, there is very little 
brilliant display in his trio sonatas. Rather, they are imbued lrTi th natural, 
mellif'luous,euphonious melody embellished by trills, appogiature ru~d 
graceful turns at cadences. 
'1hile still a student at the Conservatorio Pergolesi composed the 
oratorio 11 La. Conversione' di S. Guglielmo D1Aquita.nia. 11 • It was performed at 
the monastery of Sant'Agnello 14aggiore in the summer of 17)1. His second 
large work, another oratorio, was 11 La Marte di S. Giuseppe" composed at this 
time also. F.ollo>-ting these works is "his opera seria in three acts /'Sa.lustia: 
performed in the \'tinter of the same year, 17)1. Here is an opera. which, 
vti th its eloquent melodic lines in the arias and the adroit phrasings in the 
reci ta.ti ves, foresha.do'\'rs the beauties inherent in the operas of' Mozart. The 
intermezzo performed >-tith 11 Sa.lustia.11 w·as 11 Amor Fa L 1uomo Cielo 11 • Little is 
known of' the reception of this opera.. However, we are told that Pergolesi 
himself told Duni, a friend of his, in 17)5Jthat all his opere serie \·Tere 
2. Marchese di Villa.rosa.; Lettera. biografia intorno ~ pa.tria ed ~ 
vita. ~i ~· Batt. Pergolesi. Taken from Grove's Dictionary of Music~ 
vol. VJ. , p . v27. 
received "Vli th indifference • .3 
Earlier, April 1727, Pergol esi had s uf fered the loss of his mother. 
Noi·r, 1732, the death of his father not only left him homeless but almost 
poverty stricken, for his father was heavily in debt; consequently, very 
little was left to him. Fortunately, that same year he was, as mentioned 
before, taken into the service of the Prince of Stigliano. He held this 
, position about t,;-o years, for during the Summer months of 1734, he >ient into 
the service of the Duke of Maddaloni whom he met in Rome. In the meantime, 
he .-;rote 11 Lo Frate Nnammorato 11 , 1732, an opera buffa in Neapolitan dialect, 
\'Thich \'ras received with great enthusiasm. Later, another big work i'las com-
mi s sioned by the Neapolitan government seeldng heavenly protection from the 
earthqualces \'Thich i·rere threatening the city. This 't-rork was, quite naturally , 
a Mass; and it believed to be the one in F major for double chorus and Dr~' , 
chestra. That it served its intended religious and municipal purpose is un-
known, but >'l'hat is knm-m is that it greatly enhanced the pr es t i ge of the ,; 
comp oser, for, musically, it was very successful. 
The f'ollo>'l'ing year, 1733, sai'l' the creation of an intermezzo which \'tas 
to create a great stir in the operatic i'lorld, "La Serva Padrona". It >vas 
performed 1:1i th the opera seria 11 Il Prigionier Superbo 11 • Neither \·rork was 
ver<J successful. In future years, "La Serva Padrona" i·ra s presented by 
traveling opera buffa companies, \vas revived at various opera houses, as 
many of Pergolesi 1 s i·rorks \'lere e.f'ter :b.is death, and finally, in 1752, it was 
one of the >vorks >ihich i n stigated the 11 Guerre des Bouffons 11 • 
Pergolesi like any yonng, ambitious and enterprising composer sought 
\ 
a better and more secure p ositi on . in life. He applied to become the deputy 
;. Grove's .Dictionary of Music;. vol.vi, p .628 .. 
4. 
d 
to the orficial maestro di cappello of Naples and subsequent successor. The 
request vras granted in Feb. 1754, but the result of it ··~was of little reward 
for, though he may have substituted at times for the maestro, he did not 
live to succeed him. 
It was in 1754 also that he was called to Rome by the Duke of 
}~ddaloni to conduct the performance of one of his masses at the church of 
San Lorenzo in Lucina. Follm-ting this, the Duke left for Naples and it is 
believed that Pergolesi >-ras part of his retinue. In the same year, Pergolesi 
experienced another failure; his opera. seria. "Adriano in Seria". Because 
of its unenthusiastic reception a commission for another opera was denied 
him. However, \ii th the bitter the S\·Teet is sometimes present, for through 
his successful performance of the mass in Rome he was comndssioned to write 
an opera for the Teatro Tordinova of that city. The work was "L'Olimpiade" 
performed in Jan., 1755· In spite of his popularity, this opera vras not 
\'Tell recei_ved. According to Oolini4 it ""Vras the breaking point in Pergolesi 1 s 
life. He ;oras so discouraged that he allowed his weak physical condition to 
get the best of him. Yet, there \iere still other works to follow. Among 
them the settings of the 11Salve Regina11 , a cantata, 11 0rfeo 11 and his last 
opera buffa, "Flruninio". The last named '·rork met with success (Fall of 
1755) and from the libretto we learn that Pergolesi was the organist of the 
Royal chapel. However, t~~s position was short lived for in Feb. of 1756 
Pergolesi, because of ill health, had to retire to Pozzuoli. Pergolesi must 
I have been a1-rare that his condition 1-rould not get better, for it is said that 
he gave all his possessions to his aunt Cecilia Giorgi who had been his 
' housekeeper. 
1 4. Colini,Frru>cesco; Pergolesi ~ Spontini 
His last work the 11Staba.t Ma.ter 11 '\'ta.s l'tritten during this illness. It 
'\'ta.s commissioned in 1735 by the conf'raterni ty of San Luigi di Pallazzo at 
Naples t o serve as a substitute for the 11Stabat Mater 11 of Alessandro 
Scarlatti which had been performed every year on Good Friday. \·e read of 
Pergolesi composing this work on his death bed just as Mozart, who derived 
much from Pergolesi, created his last monument, the 11 Requiem11 , on his. 
Unlike Mozart, Pergolesi finished the 11 Stabat V.tater 11 and shortly t hereafter 
died at the age of twenty-six on March 16th. 
How Pergolesi was considered by many of his contemporaries may be 
shown i n words by Rameau and Rousseau.5 
Rousseau: 
11Pergolesi was the first who made of music that 
wluch our predecessors had not d one. In our predeces-
sors too little melody and too much artifice". 
Rameau: 
11 If I had thirty years le~s, I would go to Italy, 
Pergolesi >·rould become my model and I would try to 
conf'orm my harmony to his style. But when you are 
sixty years old you must stay ;.rhat you are. Although 
experience tells us ;.rhat to do, the apiri t refuses to 
obey. 11 
~;.' · .O:blini; op.ci t.; p . ) 2 
6 . 
II 
THE TRI 0 SONATA IN ITALY 
Its Origin: before 1600 
Instrumentation and Thorough-bass 
Up to 1700 
Rococo 
' Its origin: before 16oo ·: 
11 Throughout the vast Italian polyphonic literature of the Sixteenth 
Century the prevalence of t he i nscription 'for voices or instruments' is 
proof of a deeply rooted reluctance to segregate the y ocal fr om t he instru-
mental medium 11 • 1 Nonetheless, about the turn of t he century such a separa-
-
ti on did tak e place; and it i s at t:b..is per i od in I!!Usic p...istory vrhen the 
formation of the trio sonata. begins. The emancipation of instrumental 
music f'rom vocal music was preluded by b1o practices, instrumental intra-
ductions and interludes to vocal pieces a.nd transcriptions of vocal music 
. for i n struments. The latter is our main concern and t he follovling para-
I 
I 
graphs will treat of its various aspects. 
As early as 15.39 l'le read in s.ome titles 11 Canzone de. canta.re o sonare" 
or 11 Ce.nzone all a fra..'1.cese 11 • Later, in t he last decades of t he Sixteenth 
Century, the inscription 11 Canzone da sonar" which i mplies t he gradual 
breaking 8.'-ila::J of instrumental music from its vocal model. Then , ''~hen the 
canzone became established as an i nstrumental '-ltork in its o;.m right, 
begi nning around 1600 and developing through the first half of the century, 
the desi~1ation 11 da sonar" was eliminated. Also, at this time, we find in 
the titles the 1-10rd 11 sone.te.11 • This has nothing to do Tttith its later formal 
' implication but rather its only pv.rpose \tas to designate a 11 sound piece" 
i.e., from 11 sone.re 11 , music to be played as opposed to 11 cantare", music to be 
sung. The only formal element ;-;e are here dealing 'l'ti t h is the 11 canzone 11 
(if one can truly assign a fixed form to it) fashioned after the French 
chanson. 
1. Rowen, Ruth; Early Chani~?.er. > Mus-ic; p . 2. 
The instrumental cenzone ,a¥-lluded . to ' aboye ,. v;as ·. derived :from .. s ecular 
vocal polyphony . Insofa r as this transiti on took place and developed in 
Italy, one would assume that Italian vocal music \•ras the source from vrhich 
it dre'-r its material. Ho't'rever, t his is not the case, for if used, there 
''~'ould be little substance left after the exclusi on of the text; t he >-tords 
having great bearing on the musical structure. Rather than adopt their o~m, 
the Italians borrowed t he French chanson, f or i t •. lent .. itself' tm'lard a 
greater m~ity in struct~~e with its various formal divisions, These formal 
divisions were governed by the poem, i.e., the pbxase structure of the music 
-vras determined by the rhythmic scheme of the poem with its repetition or 
recapitulati on of a verse. Thus, ;.re have such forms as A B B A, A B B, 
A A B, A B A etc. During its long period of popularity the chanson devel-
oped in many '·rays in length, style, and general content. When it >"Tas used 
as. the prototype for t he Italian canz one, it had the f orm of a composition 
averaging b;enty to sixty measures i n length >"Ti th few or many sections 
mark ed by a change fr om polyphonic to note-against-note texture.2 In addi-
tion to t his, t wo other import~~t characteristics of the chanson are its 
contrasting meters, a duple-meter section followed by a triple-meter section, 
and the extensive use of a rep eated note pattern ru~d the use of the dactylic 
I I \ 
rhy t hm o • • at the begirming of the comp osition . The characteristics are to 
be found quite naturally in the transcribed canzone. However, t h e outstand-
ing elements of the chans on which are retained in the original "Canzone 
francese" are the multisectional structure with its clarity of for~ and the 
rhyt~~c precision of the motives . 
Originally, the chansons uere transcribed for lute (sometimes vTi th 
2. Ulrich; Homer; Chamber Music; 9 .26 . 
8. 
voice), later for organ and clavier and t hen finally for instrumental 
ensemble. Of the organ transcriptions there were such comp osers as 
Ma.rc.antonio (Cavazzani) de Bologna ( 16th Cen.) who is credited ''fi th produc-
ing the f irst organ transcription of the chanson (1523); his son , Girolamo 
Ca.vazz oni (16th Cen.) who included in a collection of his works t wo 
11 Canzone alla francese 11 (1542); and the teacher of Girolamo, Andrea Ga.brieli, 
' who not only took part in canzone transcribing but c omposed origi nal ones. 
One of his works from t he ~Canzoni alla francese et ricerce.ri ariosi; tabu-
late per sonar. Sopra istromenti da tasti 11 • (1571), is based on Orlando 
Lasso's five-voice chans on 11 Susanne un jour".? The original canz one, 
f ollovling the pattern of the transcribed canzone, led the uay t o the instru-
mental ensemble medi um. 
The date 1572 marks the appearance of perhaps the first instrumental 
music . 
' ensemble1 to be published. This is Nicola. Vincentino
1s canzone da sone.re a 
5 entitled 11 La Bella11 • Historians have also attributed this 11first 11 to a 
i·Tork by Florentino Maschera; 11 Canzone da sonare 11 , 1584. 4 However, only 
mention of this discrepancy will be made, for a fuller discussion of it is 
beyond the b ounds of this general survey. In addition to canzoni .Hritten 
for four or five v oic e parts (lvhich \•Tas t he norm), the:ce \vere many written 
on a l arger scale model ed after the Veneti an school styl e . Qibvann i Gabri -
eli , one of the chief ex;_Jonent s of the school , liad publi si1ecl i:-1 1597 :u.s 
collectiocl , "Ge.crae 8y;;1phoniae 11 'I'Thich includes fourteen 11 0anzoni da s onar 11 • 
A.YJ.other publication, after his death, 1615, of 11 Ca...YJ.zone et s onate- per sonar 
c on ogni sorte di instru.menti 11 calling f or as many as t'\·lent y- b;o v oices . I n 
both thes e coll ections !i.e util izes t'b.e sec".:.i onal i dea ;;i t h ".:.he al tc1':1ation 
) . Ro"ren, Ruth; Early Chamb'er ic:Usic; p . )O . 
Lf . Ulrich, I~ome:r; Chanber l•i'v.s ic ; p.)l, f'ootnote . 
9. 
of the imitative style and great masses of sound. As one would suspect, the 
antiphonal principle is part of its mruce-up. Soon after 1597, other works 
followed in this general pattern: Floriano Canale, 11 Canzone for eight 
voices !1 ·Gaspar Costa, in a collection entitled "Canzoni a 4 et 8 voci 11 , 1605, 
and Agostino Soderino, '1114 Canzoni a 4 and one Canzone a 8, 11 1608.5 It is 
around this period that the Canzone branches off into three directions. 
There have been Canzoni written for the traditional four voices, more than 
four voices, and about 1600, Canzoni for less than four voices become promi-
nent. Our concern is 'd th the last named; and after connnents on the instru-
mentation of the period! and thorough bass, a discussion of the trio sonata 
will ensue. The procedure will evolve through various composers and their 
works. 
"Instrumentation and Thorough-bass" 
It \1as not a practice in the early Baroque period for composers to 
1 specify the instruments to be used in the performance of their compositions. 
The selection was left to the discretion of the performers or to what instru-
ments were available at the time of performance. Thus, in this non-standar-
dized procedure the same composition could have been played either on vrin<}hr 
string instruments or any such combination as would have suited the occasion. 
On the other hand, some composer s 1-'Tere fastidious about the performance of 
their works and designated the instruments to be used. However, tPis was an 
exception to the general practice. Apart from this flexibility in instru-
mentation we find the instr~@ents divided into two categories, fundamental 
e_l'ld ornamental. The follo\rl.ng excerpt \i'hich describes the bro typ es is taken 
5· Ulrich, Homer; Chamber Music; p .31. 
10. 
from Praetorius' Syntagma Musicum, 1619. 6 
11 
'Omnivoca' (multi-voiced), or Fundamental 
Instruments are those which are able to guide and 
handle all of the voices or parts of any composition, 
and thus maintain the 1-1hole body and complete harmony 
of' all voices or parts, the rr.iddle as \'tell as the 
lower, both in vocal ru1d instrumental music; they are: 
organs, positives, regals, strong harpsichords ~nth 
two, three and four stops. 
And here may also be added spinets, lutes, theorbos, 
double harps, great cithers, lyres, etc., when one 
uses them as Fundamental Instruments, usually only for 
soft and intimate music in one, t~1o or three parts. 
But in vigorous rushing music, (to be played) by many 
and several persons, it is better to use them as 
Ornamental Instruments." 
11 1 Uni voca 1 (one-voiced) or Ornamental Instruments 
are those '\'Thich are apt to make the harmony lo\elier and 
more sonorous in a composition, as it >·rere, 'I'Tith 
pleasantry (schertzando, as they say in Italian) and 
counterpoint, as uell as to embellish and decorate the 
composition. They are all simple instruments, which 
can only produce and conduct a single part and are 
divided into vrind or stringed instruments; in Italian: 
1Instrumenti di fiato e Chorde'; in German: wind instru-
ments such as cornets, f'lutes, trombones, bas s ons, 
etc., and stringed instruments such as violins etc. 11 
As the development of' the canzone progressed, fevTer comp ositions were 
being directly transcribed or written in the style of' vocal music. The 
composers '•Tere becoming a>vare of the individual character of the instru-
ments for \'Thich they lirote. However, before the change evolved we find 
• instrumental music being uri tten according. to the law of' good vocal writing • . 
The melodies >·rere \'Ti thin the range of the human voice, the progres s ions 
vrere arranged to ma_lce a nice flou of sotmd and there 1·1ere no diff icult or 
rapidly shifting rhythnic patterns. How·ever, as vrill be seen~'in some of the 
forthcoming exampl es , the use of broken octaves, arpeggios, rapid scale 
progressions etc. led toward the great virtuosic eleme.nts so prominent:¥he 
6. .Quoted in Rt>>'(~~ J~':.t~hr Early" Chamber Mus ic; pp .l5&16 . 
11. 
latter part of the century. This is one of the outstanding achievements 
of the Seventeenth Century. 
In the Praetorius quote, not only do we see how the instruments v1ere 
used but also i'l'e note, i'li th the emphasis on f1.mdamental and ornamental 
parts, another characteristic of t he early Baroque instrumental music. 
This is polarity between the upper and lo>•rer voices; a concentration on the 
tv;o outer parts vTi th the inner parts having s econdary importance. T:b-i s 
brings up a point of practice which had much to do in shaping the music of 
the entire era, the thorough·bass, which produced a nevt texture. 
The invention of this nev< form of accompaniment has been erroneously 
ascribed to Lodovico Viadana (1566-1641) who appended to his "Cento c oncerti 
I 
ecclesi_astici 11 , 1602, directions describing the manner in which the bass 'lras 
to be performed. Hol'rever, there is evidence that the practice of improvising 
an accompaniment over a given bass existed about fifty years before. This 
evidence is found in a treatise by Diego Ortiz, Trattado de glosas sopra 
Clausulas il.. otro generos denuntos 2!!.,!.! musi c a de violones 11 , 1553.7 He 
relates hm·r the viol one can play with the cembalo: 
1. Both players improvise. 
2. A melody is played in an ornate form upon the viol, 
vrhile t he cembalo provides an accompaniment (over 
a given bass) consisting of chords and also counter-
points suitable to the melody. 
3. A madrigal or motet or other piece for several 
voic es is put into 'short score' and played upon 
the cembalo w·hile the violist makes vari ations upon 
one or other of the parts ,· or even i mprovises a 
fifth part. If the Violist improvises on the 
soprano part the cembalo should omit this part. 
Treatise on ornaments over cadences and other kinds of notes i n music 
for bass Viols; taken~ F. T. Arnold's The~ ofAccompani~ent 
from~ 'fhoroug;h-ba.ss9 ·P·5· 
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For our general purpose #2 is t he important one, for here is a method of 
t hor ough-bass practice uhich is analogous to that foun.d in the Seventeenth 
Century, i.e., a bass line designed to supply a chordal found ation for the 
upper voices. 
Prior to the general use of the thorough-bass we find organists 
writing out the lorrest line of a compositi on to serve as their guide in. 
the accomp anying of the vocal parts. 'This was not necessarily the bass 
voice at all times, for when that · voice \'l'asn 1t sounding the next lowest 
, voice was used. However, with the advent of thorough-bass, the practice 
became more systematized with the use of figt~es• While this -method is 
briefly noted in the Viadana work, it is greatly elaborated upon in the 
'· works of Oavalieri~~appresentsz.ione di Anima e di Corpo 11 , 16oO), Caccini 
( 11 Nuove ¥.rusiche 11 , 1602) and Peri ( 11 Euridice"). This practice . t•ras carried 
out in the instrumental works, especially in the trio sonatas. 
Einstein~ in speaking of the beginning of instrumental music and its 
future, states: 
11 The canzon francese already contained the unde-
veloped germs of' what \vas to come; in it the contrasts 
of time, temp o, and t exture '1-'thich were essential for 
an organically constructed instrumental composition 
\'Tere already :f'oreshadm'led. The app earance of the basso 
continuo helped to sharpen these contrasts." 
And Rotren, in her thorough· a."ld t hought provoking dissertation Old Chamber 
Music, states, quite to the point: 
"Acceptance of the thorough-bass was first 
confirmed in chamber practice by the overwhelming 
interest sho .. m in the trio sonata, a species of co~po­
sition characterized. by t\·To treble parts, a bass part 




for one or more bass instrLunents reinforced by t he 
keyboard c ontinue , and the absence o£ a written tenor 
part. (The empty space thus created in the tenor 
region <ttas to be filled with the chords and passage 
>·tork of the keyboard continuo.) 11 
The supporting instruments were the viola da gamba, cello or violone; 
and chordal instruments "Ylere the harpsichord, clavichord or as in the case 
of most church s onatas, the organ. 
·up to l70C1 
The trio sonata displaced the £ our-voiced and many voiced forms, not 
entirely, but, to a marked degree. This form flourished throughout the 
Seventeenth Century and was not dispelled from its continuous line of 
development until the advent and greater development o£ the ·sold sonata1• • 
Later, around 1750, it succumbed to t he string quartet and larger orchestral 
forms . It i>Tas distinctively a BB.l;'oqu.e era form; and here, i n this general 
survey , we shall see various aspects o£ its life. 
As the trio sonata developed, changes t in length and succession of the 
movements evolved: from the c ontinuous ru>d varied single movement to wel l 
defined sections broken up by h olds, double bars and changes o£ character, 
speed and time signatures. Later, ,.rhen the single movement became too 
large and · almost to t he point of being out of proportion, these cl earl y 
defined sections i'Tere written uith definite conclusions and the outcome ;'las 
separate movements . 
The trio sonata encompassed many styles of compositi on. So far, 
mention has been made of the ' ce.nzone!· style, the f oundation upon vThi ch all 
instnunental musi c was built. The styles ,.;hich 11ere i ncorporated into the 
trio sett:Lng uerc the dance forms, single and paired, v e. iation technique, 
~ sonata da ch-iesa'· (church sonata) and · sonata da camera'· (chamber s onata) . 
14. 
o t .J.cse t uo l atter styleo dcv elopec , copcci c.lly i n t he trio scttin , .:.hC' 
x; orged , i . e . , ~.l c, ont s of.' tho chi ooa o·tyl ';' u cr e i nt en 'li ngl ed -...lit 1 t l oae 
of' the camer a ct y lo; c.n.d l tcr i n t J.e century t he t~T o sty l en b.cc ('.,_ e 
i ndioti. ~tinha le. 
It, c ot. d l1e onti one·l e.l so t h<> t during t he f i r st lf of' t he S vc • 
te.cnt h Cent ury 1i t t l o rer;r;-rd uas p o.iu t o the o cnclo.tur e ~ t he vnri ous 
.; . 
f'or.ns . T c t r io oonat o. uo.s cal lod s :tn?on:i.c, c a...Y1:::o.1e and n ~no.t.t . · Ar oun the 
ciddl e of t he century t hi s c onf't o:i. on becru:ue v. bit oett l cd. The. , for the 
most p tll't the t~io cnnat~t '1:10.0 .... tritton ·~mder t ho title .or ·::;on:tt a c .dcsr. 
I n t he early dec ~~.de.s or• t he P even~eonth Century ther~~ 'Jer e tuo de:Z'i ni te 
t pe~ of' c cnzo i J t 10 ol d \·thieh . <1f).O chnr nctorized by nuc .. w::o f c .untcr -
poi nt and a homor;eno us for m o.nd t ho net·r ui t h eruphaais pl ace u >on 
.-
c · ' -~trc.sti g occtionc tmd t ho :monodic styl e of ~rri t ing . Tho f Honing lis tc 
the :::;encro.l charaot rist i os or t he old u ' c .l f ell f r o -m.iott,nc e d L"" ~.:.ho 
l o.tter p:. rt o~ t he fl r ot decade. 
r'rom .c .l597- c . 1610 : 
l o f . r f ··;ur or !nGr C VOiCeS 
2 . cin::;:l o contim.1ous novc .. ent 
3• moderato c ntrust between sections -
l1. . l or gol y "' i mi l a r 1::1 for.n t hroughout 
5• moder t o i n r .y t ll!l"..ic vario.nce 
6. o:f' a v col nat ure 
7. no basoo co tinuo 
The nc;m t ype trhic h came t o lifo nroun l C08 omb:ro.c e s t ho :f'ollouinw 




s ona.t.-). a ;:t pr evalent 
.i. gle c o .tinuous :r,1ov c:r.1cnt 
o:r .., ·r. . of; 1"'r -, .. cnte.ry i n ;t to 7tlUltiscctiano.l otr uct1re 
ui t 1 greater contrttot betlleen t hese sec tio110 
i ·1otr u.!!!ento.1- oJc.y l e i n em.ht';ro;1i c stage u i t h r 
vari n·,1c e ' d faster tenpos . 
use oi' vo.ri a tion principl e and danc e .. orns 
II 
6. emergence of the basso continuo and monodic 
style of writing 
7. introduction of a counter melody 
lj In the forthcoming paragraphs · these and other characteristics vlill be noted 
in the trio sonatas of various composers of the time. 
The trio sonatas of Salomone Rossi (1587-1628) mark the beginning of 
this form of composition. These first atte~pts are to be found in a collec-
tion of "Sinfonie et gagliarde a), 4, et 5 voci ••••• per sonar 2 viole, 
II ouero 2 cornetti, et un chittarone", 1607. 
,.. J.l 1 1 tl 
' 
l . ["l il n:r l ~ 
lv ~ Ll J I I - lJJ I ... Ll _, 
.... • 
I 
------·~ --- ·---·---·M------•- - -- ·"-- --~-- -- ·-
In this example, one notices t he viol~ playing in imitation and frequently 
in parallel thirds over a bass line which is primarily functional. 
Later, some of his works of the "Varie Sonaten collection, 161), util-
ize the variation principle. Two of these compositions are based on popu-
lar tunes of the day, "Romanesca 11 and "Ruggiero". An advE\llcement over the 
II 1607 compositions is the use of t i>TO violins in place of viols and stating 
only 11 basso continuo" in place of specif'ying 11 chittarone", This is the basic 
instrumentation for the trio sonata and from all indications, Rossi was the 
first to use it. A point of interest in his variation works is the treatment 
of the violin. Though elementary, it is an advancement over the vocal style 






1From "Ruggiero" sonatas 
From 11 Romsnesca11 sonata: 
The use of the variation technique is an indication that the elements of the 
ll chanson were not enough for instrumental creation. 
I Rossi was also one of the pioneers in instrumental monody. This is 






trea~ment in his use of parallel thirds and sixths, the lively form of figu-
ration divided between the t\'10 violins in dialogue effect and the use of 
note-against-note style. Other composers who followed along this sgme vein 
are Biagio Marini, Francesco Turini, G. B. Fontana, Tarquinio l-1erula and 
G. B. Buonamente. 10 
The above m~ntioned Biagio Marini (c.l595-c.l665) is better represented 
1 in solo instrumental monody, but his contributions to the trio sonata liter-
j 
'I 
ature are not to be slighted. In 'b-is 'I'Torks one may observe similar violin 
techniques as found in the works of Rossi: broken-chord figures and rapid 
scale passages. A trio sonata "La Foscarine.11 taken from his 11A:f'f'etti 
musicali 11 collection, 1617, has perhaps the first use of the tremolo in 
violin music. 11 It was also used by two other composers who played a great. 
part in violin technique adva.'1.cement in the trio sonata, Tarquinio ~11erula 
10. Ri~'1., Hugo; 
11. Ulrich, Homer; 
Manual of the History of Music_; vol.2, pt.2,p.88. 
Chamber Music; p.65. 
and G. B. Buonamente (the for mer to be discussed later). 
Marini in his l ater wor k , Op. 2, 1655 , hints at the styles of "sonata 
1 da chiesa" and "sonata da camera". Ho;·;ever, this i s getting ahead or our 
g eneral survey . Therefore , to continue, <re 1dll move next to a c omp oser ~rho 
is little lmown in t he instrumental ensemble field. 
Girolamo Frescobaldi (1583-164)), according to the practice, wrote 
canzoni in one long c ontinuous movement vti th many changes of tempo and time 
signatures -vrhich produced t he mul ti sect i onal pattern: 11 Canzoni a due canti 11 , 
1628 . For the most part the sections are greatly contrasted, however, when 
one "Allegro" section follo>-rs another or an "Adagio" is follO\·Ted by a 
11 Largo 11 , the c ontrast is not as great. Nonetheless, a certain amount of 























The canzone f ound in Riemann 1 s Handbuch der Musikgeschichte is in the 
canz one style up t o the point of beginning vri th the dactylic rhythm; al s o, 
the imitative textt~e. Therefore, as his works are so closely allied to the 
early instrumental canzone there is little development in violin technique. 
A technique of composition found in the above mentioned collection of 
Fr escobaldi a s 1'Tell as ·in "La Foscarina" of Marini and 11La Pedrina11 , 1657, 
of Merula , is the use of a corn1termelody. 13 
I 12. 
13. 
Schott, Frances ; The Trio Sonata in Italy. 
Riemann, Hugo; op. cit) vo1.2 , pt .2, p .ll~7 . 
18. 
19. 
Frescobaldi: Cru1zone da sonar, 1628 
Ri emann suggests that apparently Harini vrasn 1 t a'·rare of his f ind for he did 
not use it again. 
The c a..Ylz one t>ri th its many a..Yld enlarged sections uas beginning to fall 1 
apar t . Hm·tever, hro sol uti ons '\>/ere provided to curb this situation and 'tle 
f i nd both i n t he >-rorks of Frescobaldi. The first solution w.as t h e unifyinr; 
principle of having one section grow out of the other. Ulrich illustrat e s 
this practice using Frescob a.ldi 1 s s econd canzone.l4 
The second '•tas to r educe t h e nu.mber of s-ctions; Frescobaldi 1 s 11 Canz one 411 
above. 
The tendency to decrease the n~unber of sections is quite obvious. The 
maxi mum number ( after reduction), uhich '\'ras four, was not ah1ays held as a 
r u le. In the •;.rorks of Tarquinio l!Ierul a t here are c omp os itions of t 1: o 
s ections, five s ections, f our sections and three sections ; t he last f oresha-
dows t h e trio s onatas of Vitali ru1d the early Eighteenth Century i n i ts 
fast -s l ou- fas t structure. At t [1J.s time also, arot'!UC, the 1650 1 s, t !1er e is 
the t end ency to define mor e cl early the various s ections; t hus, having each 
section stand as a s eparate entity. The reeli ng of uni ty and compl etion of' 
14~ ~lrich, ijome~; op. cit.; p~~2&~9~·=======================================#======~~ 
I 
II 
a section \•l'as not only achieved -by great contrasts of' tempo and meter, as w:e 
to;.rards the establishment of the separate movement which came into existence 
around 1650. 
Tarquinio Merula (c.l590-o.l655) ;.;as among ·the composers who were 
inf'luenced by the works of.' Frescobaldi, Marini and Rossi. 
poin·t.s out, he too used the unifying principle of melodic relationship 
betueen the sections. His violin technique is beyond the inf'luence o:t' 
vocal models as a canzone of' his of' 1659 clearly demonstrates. 
. r .... _.. ~ ::e:.&. ~ ... ~ 
!-] 
---- ---
.. - Q 
Also, in Meri.tla' s \orork \·re see the 
concertate per cbiesa e camera", 1657. 
.... • l +l.a.* 
\...J..-1...1 ._ ... 
---
..... 'l.t" 
appearance of "Canzoni, overo sonata 
16 However, according to Ull·ich, the 
11 cimesa11 and "camera11 styles were not yet distinguishable by any particulru' 
charactaristics; and it is not un1:.l.1 the Op. 22 o:t' .Ol.agio Marini {men·t.ioned 
before) that l-Te can begin to ci.ist.inguish between them. This collection of 
l-rorks "Di1':rerent types of sonat.as , ila chiese and de. camera, :f'or all sorts o:t' 
musical instruments , ror t.uo, three and fo·ur pru· tsu. 17 includes dance forms 
(be.lleto, sarabandes, corrente), sinfonie, and sonatas. These works are not 
marked according to '1da chiese. ' or 'de. camera '! movements. However, Rowen 
states, " ••••••• it is evident that the sonata de. chiese. are the six 
15. Schott; op. cit. 
16. Ulrich; op. cit; pp. 90&97. 
17. Rowen; op. citf · p . 91. 
20. 
II 
t ul8 compos i ti ona called sana a..... • The movements \·Ti th the dance titles are 
11 da camera". About thi s time also (1650) there is a Sonata by Iv1assimiliano 
Neri (17th Gen.) 'I'Thich has the ea r marks of a 11 sonat a da chi.esa 11 but is not 
identified as such. It f oreshadmis the Corellian type of composi tion. 19 
Hhen tie turn to the \iorks of Giovanni Battista Vitali (c.l644-1692), 
11 sonate a 2 violin i col sul bas so continuo per 1 1organo 11 Op. 2, 1667, we do 
find definitive characteristics of t he "sonata da chiesa 11 • Thi s style 
generally c onsisted of ~hree separate movements with an additional short 
' slmv movement. The first and last movements \iere in fugal style and in 
duple meter; the second movement was a slo\"1 piece in triple meter a...'1.d for 
the most part, homophonic in s tyle. 
Along to"I'Tards t he end of the Seventeenth Century the short lived 
t hre e-movement f orm vTas di splaced by a ne'I'T four-movement f orm. At this time 
also, t he characteri stics of the ' sonata da chiesa1 and sonata da c amera 
begin to merge. This i s noticed in the \•Torks of a composer wh o, as Ulrich 
states , 11 arrives on the scene t o s ummarize, clarify, and in a sense give a 
new impulse~~ ne'\'1 direction to the evolution ••••• u20 of a medium t·Thich had 
illidergone many changes and developments in the past. Thi s medium is, i n 
general, chamber music, in particular, the trio. sonata; and the comp oser is 
Arcangelo Carelli (1653-1713). His achievement i n the perfection of violin 
style is a stor-.1 of ten told, his 'concerti grossi t· stand out in t he chamber 
music world as do his comp os itions for one violin and basso c ontinuo ; but 
when i t c omes to his trio sonata s, very little is h eard. Of his seventy-
t wo works, thirty-six are trio sonatas, Opera 1-4. 
18. Rowen; op. ci t9 p . 91. 
19. Perry, H.; Oxford History of ~bsic; 



















Carelli established the four-movement form in his church sonatas, 11 slow-fast-
sloi'r-f~st 11 • At the same time, he did not hesitate combit:ling more t han four 
movements, for examp le, # 12 of Op. ). In general, his 11 sonata da chiesa11 
follm'ls thi s stereotype pattern: 
First movement 
Slm·t; t vTo upper v oices in imitation supported by the 
bass line >'Thich also takes part in the imitation. 
Second movement 
Fast duple meter; fugal procedure which at times is 
not too c onsistent in its development. 
Third movement 
~w triple meter; chordal style; at times hinting at 
the Sarabande. 
Fourth movement 
Dance-like tune, generally a lively gigue. 
In the above third and fourth movements, the influence of the chamber sonata 
is discerned. 
Prior to this period, the chamber sonata was but a series of dances in 
t"Yro-part form. Novr, as seen in the works of Carelli, it becomes a sort of 
mixed breed, like the : ohiesa11 style. There are two characteristics which 
betray the ' chiesa influence: the opening prelude in strict style and the 
contrapuntal devices injected into the remaining homophonic-like dances 
(allemande, courante, sarabande, gavotte and gigue) placed in no special 
order. Also, it should be n oted that the general form of his dance movements 
is one uhich we find in roost of the dances dating from about the middle of 
'the century. It is a harmonically three-part form vrithin a formally t•vo-
part form. Die.grame.tically it is: 
I 
Tonic-dominant: Ill :dominant-tonic 
'-...r- ._,_, 
A B A 
22. 
This basic form is used to a great extent in the first half of the 
Eighteenth Century; and it is in the trio s onatas of Giov~~ Battista 
Pergolesi that "vie see it begin to develop into something more interesting 
and aesthetically satisfYing , the ternary f or m 't>thich develops into the 
sonata-allegro form. 
The successors of Corelli \'Tho continued to 't>rri te for the trio sonata 
are fe-rr. Among them 1:1e might name Antonio Oaldara (1670-c.l7,36), Nicolo 
Porpora (1686-1767) and Evaristo Dall'Abaco (1675-1742). The last named 
stands out most prominently, for, though he still continued in the tradition 
of Carelli, he did so "'Ii th a "marked advance tow·ard a ne't>T contrapuntal, 
formal and sonorous ideal 11 • 21rt is in his music that \ie arrive at l ast to a 
consistent use of the four-movement form, a .form "vrhich \'las used by ma..ny 
following him, t hough, in the trio sonatas of Pergolesi '!;le meet once again 
the three-movement structure. Dall 1Abaeo was one of the last composers of 
Italy \iho represent the grandeur and poise \'Thich had developed in music 
throughout the Seventeenth .Century. As Lang states, 11 Trio sonatas were 
sti.ll being c omposed in the same style, but their architectonic poise gave 
, way to the inevitable of the Italian f or melody, s onority and virtuosity. 
And iihen the opera composers joined their colleagues engaged in the field 
of chamber and concerted music, the new trend received still another 
stylistic impulse of' lasting consequence. 1122 
21. Lang;~ Paul; !vlusic in \'lestern Civilization) p. 482. 
I 22. Ibid.; p:pJ.482&483 
2). 
Rococo 
The tri o sonata. did not continue to flourish as before, for, by this 
time, it had been eclipsed by the ' solo · sonata; the latter being more 
conducive to the transitory style taldng place at this time. This ne\'1 style 
i·rhich leads into the C. l assical period is called 'Rococo • It is charac-
terized by extensive use of ornamentation, tempo ruba.to, well defined themes, 
homophonic texture and condensed patterns of movements. Vii thin its network 
of' l:i.bera.l thought the trio sonata. found a niche, for, 11 even though the 
1 style gal ant 1 composers preferred the solo sonata., they i'lere not able to 
ignore the trio sonata. completely. ·fuere there were two treble melodic 
instruments, one refrained from embellishment unless the other had a chance 
to imitate it. ~Then the melodic instruments were in thirds or · sixths, they 
' far ed better ~li thout additional embellishments, for then the t\'I'O main parts 
themselves i>tere construed as being ornamenta.l 11 • 2.3And in this manner the trio 
sonata found its sanctuary in the ne1>r style. This style, together 'l"ri th his 
aria-like melody and subtle feeling for form, characterizes, to a marked 
degree, the trio sonatas of' Pergolesi. 
2.3. F-)1>Ien; op. cit.; in turn talcen from Johann Joachim Quantz : 
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Before embarking _upon a discussion of Pergolesi 1 s treatment of the 
11 ternarytt form, it \iot;J.d be \"fell to review the three sections comprising 
· of t h e late 18th Cen.: 
the sta..YJ.dard ' sona.ta-a.llegro • for~ exposition, development and reca.pi tula.-
tion. 
The exposition contains two or three groups >-thich in turn mei be 
called subjects or themes.. The first group asserts the tonic key, the 
second group asserts and establishes another key, usually the dominant if 
the tonic \'las ·major and the mediant minor or dominant minor if the tonic 
\'las minor. The- third group closes the section and either introduces new 
material or utiliz es a figure from the preceding material. This group is 
sometimes called · coda~ · . There is no rule governing the number of themes 
I or subjects to be used in the exposition. Ho\'lever, the standard procedure 
calls for no less than ·two, the second being of a. contrasting nature to the 
i ' first. By subject or theme 1·1e do not necessarily mean one having binary or 
ternary structure. Rather, in addition to these~ types, there are the 
motive-like and short phrase subjects. Further, ~ second subject does not 
a.hrays begin anew, but may be derived from the first subject and still 
maintain contrast. 
The development section harbors no hard and fast rules regarding its 
treatment. Its function is to conduct the material of the exposition 
through various modulatory channels in wha.te~ife composer chooses. 
· Introduction of new material is also allowed. Key-wise it is best that the 
1 tonic be avoided until the time comes for the recapitulation. This will 
enhance the dramatic effect of the return to the tonic tonality in the 
26. 
II recapitulation. 
The recapitulation consists of a restatement of all or part of the 
I 
1 material o£ the exposition in the tonic key. In that the last two groups 
~~ are now heard in the "home" tonic some alteration must be made; and for the 
most part, this is the only change from the initial presentation of the 
., material. If the closing section of the exposition does not impart a 
definite feeling of finality then additional material is added and labeled 
11 coda". 
The above synopsis of the sonata-allegro-form serves as a point of 
,; departure for the follo\'nng works to be analyzed, for in them we will see 
this form in its elementary stage. 
Sonata I in G major illustrates Pergolesi 1 s skill in maldng use of all 
his material. Nothing is eXtraneous, there is no intermediate material 
which serves merely as fill-in. Every idea is functional in the unfolding 
of the form. 
The first theme begim1ing in the tonic key ends on the dominant, which 
can mean either the dominant of G major or the tonic of D major effecting 
a m.odulation to that key. 
! Here, it is uSed as a modulation to D major; later, in the restatement 
section it is used as the G major dominant. This device is used frequently 
in these sonatas. The next two bars serve as a transition to the second 
' idea; not only to acquaint us trith the ne\'1 key, but also to lead us 
I 
I 
gradually to the new idea for it is different in its make-up. 
' \'l e notice the":.startling effect it would have if' the second idea immediately 
followed the first by looking at the restatement section, for there it 
happens. With no preparation trhatever the ambiguous D major cadence goes 
1 immediately to the second idea in the tonic ke,y. The closing section or 
'I coda of' the first part is a two measure motive repeated • 
. I 
II The- second part of' thi-s movement utilizes all the material which had 
been heard previously l"Ti th the exception of the two measure transition. 
Perhaps, we might label this part the 'development 1' , for, though Pergolesi 
1 doeetnot develop C'the first idea (subject), he does add subtle nuance to the 
II 
second idea in that he puts it in the bass line and effects slight changes. 
However, the coda of' the first part is effected more in its modulations 
and sequential pattern. Also, it is altered in its melodic design but not 
so much that one cannot identify its origin. 
• EK,osifo.'~"' ' ~ M~~~e... Se..c.:\·: .. ~ 
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I 
section it is treated as here illustrated in G major and A 
b minor. Follol"ting this is the second idea menti oned above. 
28. 
To bring tlus part to its close there is still another treatment of the 
closing section ~rhich \·forks its vTay back to the tonic key. 
Getting its cue from G major, the first idea reap pears follo\·red 
immediately by the second idea and finally the closing section • . All th~s 
is restated in the tonic key; thus, adhering to the law that the movement 
as a 1vhole must end in the key in which it began. 
Of these t'irel ve trio sonatas being analyzed, the first movement of 
Sonata II in B flat ma j or is the most clearly defined in its relati onship 
to the · sonata-allegro · form. With justification it has been called a 
sonata-allegro form in miniature. In it, 'He find the fundamental elements 
which comprise this form. There are the three sections, exposition, 
development (though brief) and recapitulation with three clearly defined 
ideas in the exposition, the second idea being of a different nature than 
the other two, end t he necessary modulations. 
In the above Sonata I \'le observe these three sections. Ho\i'ever, it 
, i'Tas \'lith hesitation t hat the middle section uas called · development~ for 
in it there vras a mere restatement of the subjects itt,. different t onalities 
and little treatment of the other material. Whereas in t his B flat reajor 
s cnata t here is greater attempt to develop the ideas. Reference is made to 
;ideas rather than t hemes because t he contrasting part of the melodic 
material i s not a theme as such, but rather a contrasting melodic phrase. 
i'lhereas contrasts within a movement i'Tere not manifest in the works of the 
preceding era, t he Baroque, this change in styl e should itot be overlooked, 
for it is part of t he make-up of the ·1 dramatic ' sonata-allegro form of the 
Eighteenth Century and its application in this sonata is noteworthy. 
The first idea of the exposition is a theme, seven measures long, made 
up of two parts, the antecedent and consequent. The second part in its repe-
ti tion forms a '\'Tell balanced unit. 
I 
!This theme, as in the first theme of Sonata I, ends on the dominant; thus, I 
leaving the opening either to modulate to the dominant key or to continue in 
/the same key. &ere, as before and in most situations as this, a · modulation 
to the dominant is established through a transitional passage. However, this 
JF major tonality is short lived, for immediately follo'i'ting is the contrasting 
11 second idea in f minor. 
,.1""'. 
1 After these four measures of change the F major tonality returns ,.,i th a nel-l 
!idea (closing section) similar in character to that of the first theme. I 
1,!.1W 
The brief development section, beginning in F major, states onlY, the 
:first half of the theme. Then, with an octave skip in the first violin and 
a minor tenth leap in the bass, a change of key to c minor is effected; the 
!dominant of the contrasting f minor idea. Here, the ideas of the exposition 
,, 
are 'i'torked out. The octave skip and succeeding eighth and sixteenth note 
I 
pattern of the first idea along with the intervals and related tonality of 
'I 
)0. 
the second idea. 
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Through the second example above, the development section~modulates its way 
back to the key of B flat major and the recapitulation. 
All the material heard in the exposition reappears in the recapit~ua-
tion. i'li th t he exception of the contrasting idea in b flat minor, every-
t hing is heard in the tonic key. 
Son·ata V in C major, though in ternary form, is not representative of 
the emergence of the '' sonata-allegro :: form. It is based upon one theme and I I 
the surrounding material is derived from it. To stretch a · point, · -~ .'. :. ·, 
one might say this particular treatment stands mid-way between the earlier 
variation technique and the me~amorphosis of a theme by Liszt. However, thi 
being apart from reason, one might point out _that this method of procedure 
does remind one of the earli er Frescobaldi type of composition \·rhere one 
section was derived from another. Another step into the realm of speculatiPn 
might lead .to t he ridiculous, but, n~netheless, this movement could very 
\"Tell prefigure a type of sonata form found in the Romantic Era, i.e., a 






meanderings of the imagination, the movement proceeds in the manner 
II 
'I described in the forthcoming paragraphs. 
II After menti on of the theme, reference 'Vtill be made to its evolvement as 
I 
treatment 1, treatment 2 etc. II 
The first part, A: , beginning in C major, states the theme, eight and 
ll a half meast.tres long, >'lith repetition of the second half of the theme begin-
11 
I 
ning in the second half of the measure and continuing to and ending on the 
first beat of measure thirteen. Modulating into G major, treatment 1 ensues, 
II four measures long, in imitation it leads into treatment 2, six measures, 
II 
which in turn leads to treatment 3, the closing section. 
~ 1'\it..c..e::Iint . l~J e lfY rlLL'.d £in \$lt££i Itt pUll 
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Continuing in the same tonality, G major, the second part, 1M , is heard 
intoning the theme. It continues in G major up through its eight and a half' 
measure phrase; then, the repetition of the second half of the theme is 
heard in 0 major. Follmting this is treatment l modulating from 0 major to 
e minor. This leads into a variant of' treatment ), still in e minor. 
However, little time is >-Tasted here, for treatment l enters again and 
continues t hrough to the end of this part modulating back to 0 major. 
The ·A.'' part returns again and retains the key of' 0 major throughout :.:. 
Only the first half' of' the theme is heard and immediately following are 
the treatments 1, 2 and ). The latter closing this section as it did before. 
Sonata VIIlin E flat major illustrates again Pergolesi 1 s use of' one 
definite theme in the exposition. However, this time the succeeding 
material is based on only a single figure of the theme. Also, one notices 
the influence of the old school in his use of imitative passages. 
The theme which ends in the seventh measure is followed by a transi-
tional passage in B flat major w~~ch in turn leads to an imitative passage 
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In spite of the use of the first .the.me! s figure this passage is of an 
entirely different character. It has that grandiose feeling of the late 
Baroque period with its strong bass line. This breaks off into the closing 
section based on the same figure though more in the ne\'r style. 
j@i't E ~ffi?ffiiE ~iii iPIE 
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In the ·: B : part or develop_ment section the first theme is shortened 
.... 
and is stated twic.e; first in B flat major, then in c minor, the relative 
mi:nor of the tonic key. The transitional passage is omitted and a section 
1'1i t h material' again based up on the figure m ensues: a descending line 
starting from 11 g2" in the first violin with a cadence in G major and contin-
uing down to na ~ ln i n the second violin, D major. 
A modulation to g minor is effected e.ncf once again the main theme is heard, 
ending this section. 
As ·a rule, in the restatement part in the tonic key, Pergolesi brings 
back most, if not all, of the material heard in the beginning and in the 
same .order. Hm-1ever, here, he inserts a portion of the closing material 
immediately after he states the theme in its brief form of the middle 
section. Also, the imitative passage is not led :by the first violin as 
before, but by the second. The slight changes (note-wise) occuring in the 
closing section are made in accordance with the key change and is part of 
)4. 
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Pergolesi·1 s general procedure. 
In Sonata X in F major there is a similarity in treatment to the 
Sonatas. V and VIII. Its relationship to V is that its succeeding material 
is derived from the theme and not merely based on a single figure as we saw 
in Sonata VIII. It is akin to VIII in its imitative .variant of the theme 
and the key change of the theme heard in the beginning of the middle 
section. 
The theme, four measures- in length, is state'd and repeated an octave 
This repetition of the theme, which we have seen before, is a general 
practice with Pergolesi. The skip of the fourth in the beginning is heard 
in each of the remaining ideas and the contour of the melodic line is 
retained. For example in the passage immediately following the theme in C 
major : 
and in its variant in imitation: 
and i n the closing section WPich is stated and repeated an octave lower • 
.. 
In the development section, nt;tu material is heard. A...""ter the twice 
heard theme, slightly changed, first i n C major then in d minor (like 
Sonata VIII, the relative minor of the tonic key) the ne'i1 fill-in material 
enters. This is heard t1-;ice alsoj first in g minor then in a minor. The 
theme taking its tonality from the latter interrupts briefly only to be 
counter-checked by the new· material once again \·Thfch modulates back to 
F major closing this section. 
The recapitulation intones the initial theme once
1
the imitative 
passage and the closing section, all in F major. 
Binary Form 
The three sonatas we are labeling 11 Binary Form11 fall into this category 
because they do not have the conventional type of recapitulation observed 
in the works discussed above. The first one to be considered, Sonata III, 
is unlike the other three to be examined in that it attempts imitation 
throughout. Sonata IV has the double bar division \'lith repetition of the 
first part \rhereas the follO\ring two do not; yet, apart from this, their 
treatment is similar. This was also observed in the "Ternary Form" sonatas. 
Al.so, the treatment of the first half of the first movement of these sonatas 
is quite similar to that found in the f irst part (exposition) sonatas in 
ternary form. That \·Thich distinguishes the t'Vto forms is \'lhat happens ru:'"'ter 
the material is stated. 
Sonata III, c minor, in its thematic inventiveness is a gam. There 
are three distinct ideas i n_ the exposition. The fugal type subject .·· ·. : . 
starts out as a.ny ~ imitativ~ -. ·. procedure but, \~i th the entrances of' the 
,?6. 
The bass line abandons the subject 1'ibile the second violin intones a 
~ragment of it. This passage is repeated in E flat major. The second idea 
app ears in E flat major ;-dth the bass again attempting en imitation; 
hm"lever, it too is cut short. The third e.nd~. clo.a~;ng.~ i,dea in F major enters 
with still another hint at imitation in the other voices. 
The key of g minor ending the first part continues into the second 
part and the ~irst group is heard once again followed by its repetition 
in c minor. After hearing the other tl·To ideas, an imitative passage 
ensues between the first violin and bass and is brought to a close in 
c minor. The closing section is extremely interesting in its slight 
injection of the subject. 
~1 .o--.• ----~--\------------,--~ 
The bass hints at the theme, the second violin plays its first heard motive 
which is later taken up by the first violin. The movement: ends with a 
feeling of force, ~or the bass now gives us the full impact of the 
subject~ beginning. 
' ll-11.. 
In the Sonata IV inG major there are three melodic groups in the first 
part of the movement. The three measure motive-like theme 'iThich in repeated 
an octave lower : 
. -
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a modulatory passage be~inning in D major and continuing to G major 
tC..rough b minor: 
and the closing section. 
In the sec ond half og the movement the first theme is brought back 
in the expected D major tonality. Its repetition is heard in e minor, the 
relative minor of the tonic key. The modulatory passage beginning in b 
minor continuing through G major and e minor appears in the second violin; 
and an ingratiating appearance it certainly is, for, on the whole, the 
second violin pl~s a subsidiary role • . Material from the closing secti on 
returns i n a condensed form. This modulates back to the t onic k~J but not 
for long for the tonality shifts again to the dominant and the modulatory 
passage sounds in its original form. This scheme was designed so that 
progression to the closing section could be achieved with the utmost 
pxecisiorl and yet maintain a certain amount of variety. 
The treatment of the first subject of Sonata VII in g minor brings to 
the foreground the theory that the three-part form evolved from the two-
part form. This is observed in the second half of t he movement when the 
/ 
first subject i s heard in the tonic key immediately following its conclu-
sion in the dominant. If t he succeeding material were to be intoned in 
t he tonic k ey, one could 1·1ell parallel this with the Carelli example cited 
~====~==~======~~~== -
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in the introduction. However, such is not the case for the ensuing mater-
ie.l is quite modulatory. 
The movement beginning with the above mentioned £irst subject continue~ 
in the same key to a new idea. The use of this single tonality and the I 
melodic design of t he second idea suggests that perhaps this is the ' w•swer 
(consequent) to the first subject (w.teoedent). 
t;ih"c i n O.t JH T tf r fi 1Y H1 t p !'\ 
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Ho\'rever, in its immedi-ate repetition the s econd idea is heard in B flat 
major. Also, the treatment of the two subjects in the second half of the 
movement conf irms their individuality. The remaining material of tlris 
first half is mere fill-in.· There are three groups. The first is 
rhythmically fashioned after t he s econd idea. The second is made up of 
seven-six suspensions between the t\'l<;l violins with a moving bass line; and 
the third provides the conclusion to this part of the movement. 
The second half of the movement co.mmences with the first idea in d 
minor as alluded to abo~Te and repeats itself in g minor. The second 
subject is heard twice also; first in c minor then in E flat major. The 
next section we hear contains the t\'ro ideas cleverly combined in imitation. ~ 
.f'l L b.--------- - .. ... - J .I -
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The movement continues and ends iiith the · 'three-group ' ·~ material f'alling 
in t h e same order o~ succession as above. 
The treatment of' t he material i n Sonata XI in d minor is quite 
similar t o that of' the preceding sonata in g minor. However, here, there 
are two distinct ideas, and as- ue have seen times before, Pergolesi, eager 
that the subjects be imprinted on the hearers mind sufficiently, repeats 




half of the movement. 
~he return of the first s ubject is heard twice; first in a minor then 
in d minor . The same key change procedure as in Sonata VII. The second 11 
subject~· enters, _also t\'l'ice hea rd in A major and 0 maj or respectively. Still 
not satisfied that the first subject has been sounded f our times, Pergolesi 
intones it for the last time in F major. Follm·ring this is an imitative 
passage betlteen the second violin and bass tak en from the extraneous 
material o~ the first part. The first violin plays a counter-melody. 
Again, a similar treatment >"las observed in Sonata ilJ:I. The materi al of 
the closing section is that 111hich 1-re heard in the first half of the 
movement. 
· Fugal Procedure 
I 
It These movements \<Thich fall under the heading of :' fugal procedure · are 
I II so put because they do not adher e to the fugal technique in t he strict sense 
of the word. The 'pseudo-fugal ' entries, the free i mitation, the extended 
homophonic pas s ag e s, and the bass part vrhich s ometimes only accompanies the 
I 
other parts embody a technique different from that vthich >·ras manii'"'est in th~~ 
older masters 1 style. These various characteristics \vill be observed in the 
,, 
. forthcoming analysis. 
4o. 
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In the fugal exposition of Sonata VI in D major, ant interesting t urn of 
procedure is seen in Pergolesi 1 s insertion of an extra measure in the ;· anS'\·Ter ~ 
I 
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When the bass line enter s , it sets forth uith the subject as was initially 
presented. The :codetta' t o this first p&.rt utilizes the material of the 
insertion. For the 1filler · · section or 1episode:: three groups are employed: 
a sequential passage ~ and two imitative grbups(imitation I and II). 
In the key of A major, the fugal entrances are intoned once again. This 
time . begin.11ing with the ans\'ter, first heard in the second violin,now, in the 
first violin with the bass line playing a simple counter-subject. The 
s econd violin picks up the subject and in its turn, t h e bass line, t he 
answer. With t he omi s sion of the codetta, the episode again renders the 
sequential passage in t he first violin but with a di fferent accompanying 
' 
part in the second violin. Inrl. tation I is also presented, but imi ·l ation II 
yields to a new treatment. Here, we have a type of 'd ouble-barrel :· imi ta-





This section concludes in homophonic style. 
In a stretto-lik e fashion th~ beginning notes of the subject are heard. 
41. 
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This omis sion of the subject-answer entrances in the recapitulation will be 
noticed in other fugal movements of Pergolesi. Following the stretto, the 
f'ill-in material of the exposition is heard and the movement ends. 
In the overall view, Sonata IX is quite similar in formal arrangement 
to that of Sonata VI. The subject-ans'l'ter section appears only tuice in 
full, similar episodes. recur after both and following the stretto part, the 
episodical treatment ensues as in the beginning. 
Sub.-Ans.-Sub. Episode Ans.~Sub.-Ans. Episode Stretto Episode 
A M .... E M.-A M. E M. E 1,1.-A N.-E M. A 1~. f//:m.-bm. E !,1.-A 
E M.-AM. 
Two other points also draw a similarity bet\'Teen the t>·Io sonatas: 
1. the answer to the subject has an additional measure 
and 
2. the stretto, though in this sonata we should say 
"stretti" for there are f'our groups, is limited 
to the beginning notes of the subject and rather 
t han answer a fifth above or a fourth below, the 
subject is merely imitated at the unison or octave. 
A point of difference is that the bass line intones a COQ~ter-melody to 
the subject in its first appearance. 
Apart from another voice duplicating the subject each time it app ears, 
the movement of Sonata XII in E major is devoid of any imitative treatment. 
The work begins with the first violin expoUnding the subject, the second 
violin, the counter-subject:(example on next page). Then, the bass repeats 
the subj 'eo;t \'lith the first violin playing the counter-subject. This subjectl 
counter-subject arrangement occurs four times. The three voices together 
42. 
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never take up the subject-ansl·rer treatment. In this respect, this movement 
is similar to Sonata III. Between these imitative sections is filler mater-
! 
ial which is homophonic in style.Each time this material returns, it is muc~ 
like .its initial presentation. Though th~s piece does fall short in its 
lack of imitative texture, it does have \·:hat the other fuga to movements do 
not have, the three-part form which is characteristic of the standard fugue 







Vlhereas the first movements of the sonatas were divided into three 
categories according t o formal structure, the second movements boast of 
second part in the r elative ma jor key and then returns to the tonic key, 
giving us a type of ' ternary form. Insofar as the binary structure uas 
examined in the discussion of the first movements, there is no further need 
II
: 
to pursue a detailed analysis. Therefore, the primary concern here will 
I II be the treatment of the melodic material. 
1 For the most part, the second movements are monothematic. It is 
interesting to note not only the subtle changes effected in the various 
themes but also the distribution of the material among the three parts . 
Mention 'lras made before that t.he second violin held a subsidiary role vTi th 
,I 
II 
j1 regard to the carrying of the melodic line . Hovrever, in a few of these I\ 
! second movements it Hill be noticed that the second violin breaks ar;;ay from 
II its meager place of accompaniment and p artaker:tof all the beauties vrhich are 
11 so much a part of these aria-like movements. 
I 
11 Sonata I in G major is very conservative in design. It does not have I 
I I 
1 the charm and graceful t~~ns of the Rococo style, but rather, it has the 
softly undulated ebb and fl01'1 of the Baroque style. The interplay bet,"''een 
II 
the instruments is lacld.ng. Like some of hi s fugal movements and other 
second movements thi s 1!icarghetto1 movement betrays the fact that Pergolesi 
\'Tas s till influenced by his academic tutoring received at the Oonservatorio. 
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However, in Sonata II the theme allows for brief excursions in its 
treatment. 
Echoes of a figure of the theme (in brackets in example above) are 
heard in the bass part. Then when the theme sounds again it is slightly 
changed and the second violin reiterates the figure. 
-
The theme establishes itself in. B flat major, inverts a few notes and then 
begins to \'l'ork its wa:y back to the tonic key, E flat major. \1av.ting to 
extend the movement further, Pergolesi inserts a brief sequential passage 
consisting of cadences in A flat major and B flat major. The conclusion 
brings the begir.u~ng material back in close formation. 
The E flat major Adagio movement of Sonata III is written in free 
imitation giving the illusion of . a fugal procedure. The subject is intoned 
by the first violin with the counter-subject in the bass singing along with 
it. The first three measures of' the counter-subject are repeated by the 
second violin, the third measure: being a variation of' the original single 
=---==---=--~ =--=------- ========= === 
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note. This leads into a quasi-imitation of the theme. 
-
---
Tr~s same material is used throughout"the movement. Before the preparation 
for the ending cadence, the bass takes over the theme extending it t'\'ro 
measures in a dC?\m-scale rather than up-scale progression. 
In Sonata IV in 0 major the movement begins in an imitative fashion 
between the first and second violins with the bass part playing a dotted 
rhythmic figure . The theme has a melismatic figuration. 
• 
This treatment is brief and the ~emainder of the first part of the 
movement is taken over by the first violin playing passages based upon the 
melismatic figure . 
A very interestin~passage of the second half of the movement is 
observed when compared \fi th one of the first half. 
First half 
• • • 
'v .----.. -
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Second hal f 
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Not only do \'le notice the bass and oocond violin parts placed in the second I 
violin and f irst violin parts respectively, but also that the bass picks up I 
i n imitation the second violin figure follo~red briefly by the first . This 
section begins and ends in the span of three measures. From this point to 
its conclusion, the movement reiterates the material from the first half 
in much the same uay as it was first pres ented. 
The unfolding of the Larghetto movement of Sonata V is very simple 
indeed. The theme/executed by the second violin four out of the s ix times 
it appears 1is left intact each time. 
= 
The key change of the theme in order of its presentation iss a minor, 
second violin; 0 major, second violin; (close of the first half modulating 
to e minor); e minor, second violin; a minor, second violin; d minor, first 
violin; 0 major, first violin. The theme in 0 major moves immediately into 
the closing section and then a modulation leads us back into a minor, the 
tonic key. 
In Sonata VI the movement proceeds in a fugato manner, which is 
extremely unusual for the second movement. However, mention of it will 
suffice for our purposes, for the general scheme follows the simple proce-
dure heretofore mentioned. 
The E flat major Andante movement of Sonata VII has an eleven measure 
theme: 
.@i\ ~ t I ill idtJ ill \1 U !]'t U tli 
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then in g minor and again in E flat major. Following the close of the firs~ 
hal~ the second half intones the theme in its entirety in B flat major and 
with the exception of the modulatory :cut-theme ' , the movement continues 
and ends as before. 
The A.YJ.dantino movement in B flat major of Sonata VIII has a charming 
melody which reveals the Rococo period in all its delicacy. Pl ayed by the 
= '-= 
I 
second violin, it goes its gracef ul way. 
il 
1It is then treated by th~ two violins in succession. 
The sec ond half of the movement ~olds to a greater extent the above 
j passages and concludes with material of the closing porti on of the first 
j part. 
~~ This movement of Sonata. IX in D major is unlike the second movements 
examined previously. It is divided into the tw·o-part form by double bars 
I 
1 and each section is repeated. There is no handling of the theme by one or 
'I 
•the other instruments. It is, in all its beauty and charm, intoned by the 
,j first violin only throughout the movement. I 
~ ~ • - t ----~t: . .a-., lltd!itiliU+ llli t 1 ~ '=i==Uu!iJ t liiGl' 
----- -- I 
li The second violin is merely there_to accompany it in its simple presentation. 
II I n d minor, the movement of Sonata X commences as though it might 
follow an imitative pattern. However, this idea is soon relinquished when 
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\then the subject returns it is heard in the relative major key, F major. 
I 
II 
The design is simple a..."ld very little inventiveness is apparent. 
The slow movements of Sonatas XI and XII are equally barren in melodic 
development. However, this does not cause a detriment to the movements, 
for gracious melodic beauty is inherent in both. 
Sonata XI: 
It follows through in this weaving design with a very light accompaniment 
_I in the bass line and a sustained part in the second violin. 
In Sonata XII there is a progression between the first and second 
movements "ithich is peculiar only to this sonata. The first movement ends: 
I " .J X. 1,. • - • ,.._ 
-
and the second movement begins: 
I 
11 This progression '\'Ti th its minor-major ambiguity leading to E major demands 
II that the movements be played .. attacat· . It also hearkens back to the old 
50· 
masters 11hen .there were no divided movements but rather sections in a 




I n their formal layout, the t~~rd movements fall ttnder the same 
categories as the first movements: Binary form, Ternary form and Fugatos. 
Rather than analyze each fully, only part~cular points \'Thich give us 
l1 further insight to t hese tri o sonatas 1'l'ill be brought out. 
11 Binary Form" 
Sonata II has the double bar divisi on with repetition of both sections. 
The theme in B flat major and the subsidiary material are clearly defined. 
After the double bars, the theme is intoned in the dominant key, F major. 
1 I mmedi ately follo1>ring is a brief excursion based on the theme. Then a 
II 
II 
moaulati on to the tonic key is heard and the restatement of the secondary 
II material of the first part is heard. 
The parts of Sonata I X are not separated by double bars; houever, the 
I! movement follous in the same fashion as the above, up to the point of t he 
brief departure (slightly developed phrase) bet\'reen the theme and t he 
sec ondary material in the second half. 
Sonata III carries through in two-p art form up to the last section. 
1 At this point ru1 unusual turn takes place. Instead of ending the 
movement '·rith the closing material of the fir s t part a fragment of the 
Il
l 
theme in its tonic key is heard. It appears a s though t~~ s might be an 
I e arly eXperiment in the development Of the ';ternary : f orm. 
If vre were to break up the movement into a ternary pattern according 
1 t o thematic entrances rather than the harmonic scheme, t he diagram of the 
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A B A' (or C) 
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However, rather then offend the le.v1 of the inte{elationship bet ween t he 
harmonic scheme and ternary form v-re choose to call this form · binary ' and 
divide the movement: 
a a b a a c a b a 
' .. ~ 
A B' 
11 Ternary Form" 
The three sonatas IV, · VI and X proceed much the same way as the 
regul ar three-part form; therefore, we will by-pass them. 
We encol..Ulter another ·first · in Sonata XII in its use of "double stops 11 
in both the first and second violins: 
The theme continues with: 
. .JI:..# _._ :t =t:. ...._ .a. =*=-+- .._ L '*=" =1=- .._ '::t: .._ __ ;r• \ j Lij \ ! \ j t ) \ \J '\ J \ i \ \ l \ u P/ 
and to complete the first part there are two subsidiary groups. 
The middle part beginning in the expected dominant k~, intones the 
theme and is followed by the subsidiary material. This tim~ however, the 
section doesn't close with this latter material as it does most of the time, 
but instead with a treatment of the sixteenth-note figuration of the 
thematic c ontinuation (second example above). 
The restatement in the tonic key, E major, is heard in full with the 
---- "'"~-===-..o:=o.==---'-'~-== 
exception of the thematic extension vrhich '\'Tas used to close the middle 
section. 
'Fugato Movements " 
Of all the fugato movements of these sonatas, the ;Presto1' movement 
o_ Sonat£. I is the only one ui th a modulating subject. Therefore, the 
answ·er (tonal) \-Till, ou,t of necessity, be altered. 
~W\Sw~'t"' -k 
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Maneuvering its 'itay back to '"the tonic key the ~swer clears the way for the 
bass entrance. Against this, fragments of the counter-subject, first heard 
in the bass, are executed by both violins. The episode takes over with 
imitation beb·reen the fi rst violin and bass . Then, the fugal entrances are 
heard once again; this time in D major. The same procedure takes place. 
\1hen ive hear the subject again it is in cut form and the entrances are 
closer together. Thi s is a different type of stretto than t hat •·1hich t·re 
had observed pr eviously. The interval of time between the voices is 
modified. At f irst this imitative process is manipulated by the t wo upper 
voices at the interval of four and a half measures (originaly the interval 
of time was seven measures). Then1 the first violin enters in D major; after 
fo~~ and a half bars the second violin enters in G major, and two and a 
half bars later, the bass comes in at the octave. To complete this the firs~ 
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The fugal procedt~e o~ Sonata Vis more indicative o~ Pergolesi 1 s 
study o~ the masters o~ the earlier period t han any other ~ugal treatment. 
J, ,. ( ) The stereotyp e subject with its · real · note for note answer, extended 
use of the '1dominant1 pedal, seven- six suspensions and the use of the 
deceptive cadence testif'y to this. However, contr2.puntally the movement 
is >-leak. The sections bettreen the "' subject-ansi·Ter ' entrances are 
homophonic and the movement ends in like ~ashi on. 
Like the first movement o~ Sonata XII, the last movements of Sonatas 
VII and XI are devoid of answers to the subjects, i.e., the subject is 
repeated only by a second part and a third voice never takes part i n the 
fuga l entrances. The third voice plays a counter-subject. For example 
Sonata XI begins: 
1st violin subject counter-subject 
2nd violin counter- counterEoint 
sub.ject 
Bass subject 
Again, like Sonata XII, Sonata XI is destitute of any contraptmtal 
l-rork-out save for the above t yp e of interplay. 
Sonata VII, on the other hand, does inject a simple kind of imitation, 
in addition~ .to the fugal entrances, bet\'leen the fi rst vi olin and the bass 





It is interesting to note ho'tr Pergolesi utilizes the skip of the seventh 
of one of the second violin passages for the closing portion of the 
movement. 






In summing up the various characteristics inherent in these trio sonatas. 
of Pergolesi, i'te must point out first that even though his general style uas 
1 that of the Rococo period, the ' style galant '; t·rith its expression of true 
I, and natural feeling and genuine lyricism, he did not relinquish , his 
I lmovrledge of the older masters :! style t>~hich he attained at the Conservatorio 
', under the tutorship of Greco, Durante, ru~d Feo. This was not only evinced 
I in the fugal fu~d i mitative procedL~es , but also in the general contour of 
some of his melodic phrases, the chord and modulatory progressions and the 
treat~ent of the bass line. Also, he maintained to a marked degree the 
11 stylistic i mpulse of the older school by allowing only one mood per a 
movement. The ; truly :dramatic • style in the sonata tias yet to come . 
I j! In the foregoing analysis t.re noticed the ' conata-allegro 1 form in the 
1
1 making . In the 'Ternary Form' movements \ie found the Sonata II in B flat 
1 major exemplifying one of the earli est examples of this form; the Sonata I 
in G maj or approaching it; and the others hinting at the potentialities of 
it. The.t Pergolesi i·tas avm.re of his pione er work in this area is unkno"''m, 
just as very little historical fact is k:novm about these trio sonatas. 
II In the ·Binary Form movements there were various indications that the 
three-part form \·tas derived from the trTo-part form. The presentation of: the 
melodi c material of the first part uas similar to that of the exposition in 
the ternary form and the main idea vras sometimes restated in the tonic key . II 
The ' Fuga to '· movements in their loose construction t·ti th free imitation I 
11 and :fugal entrances arising from the harmonic structure foreshadowed the I 
II 
.I 
complete breakdorm of strict fugal \·triting. So far as the pseudo-polyphonic ! 
fugato t·ras concerned, its place in the sonata during th..is transition period 
_l 
was in the ~inal movement. However, in these trio sonatas it appeared in 
the first movement and a lso its app earance i n the second movement was noted. 
Riemann compares Pergolesi 1 s fugato treatment with that o~ the 
,, earlier canzone practice by stating: 
11 This mode of ;.rriting, •••••••••••• ,is remin-
iscent o~ the ancient canzone practice that presen-
ted the ~eature of being 't'Ti thout fixed measure and 
tempo and led to the later unconstrained form of 
fugato. In this manner of writing Franz Xaver Rich-
ter "ras Pergolesi 1 s successor! 11 1 . 
The overall vie''~ of Perg olesi 1 s harmonic structure fol-l:ovred the tonic-
dominant- dominant- tonic scheme in both the ternary and binat'tJ movements. 
The divers modulation~ executed "l'rith the greatest simplicity, vrere closely 
related to the tonic key, \'lor king a great deal in the orbit of t he :·circle 
of fi f ths • 
Though in these works we found clear formal treatment and equally 
cle.ar harmonic and modulatory passages, thes e are not the attributes i·rhich 
mark Pergolesi 1 s place among the masters of music. When we speruc of 
Pergolesi 1 s melody, i·re speelc of the heart of him, for here is found an 
intimate and subjective expression i·thich revea ls a nevr type of musical 
sensil>ility, one which is expressed in almost all his "1'-rorks. Not only are 
l ie a\'lare that a nel·T type of melodic line was coming into being but also, 
r in its s ong-like quality , i'Te recognize that the trio sonatas were i'Tritten 
'I tmder the influence o~ opera melody, for they have a lovely flo\ving 
melodic line, a lively br;Lsk one or a gr oup o~ notes, melisma.s, interpolated 
melodic content 
' into a line o~ melody~ ~~ e noticed Pergolesi developing A. by 't'Torking a 
simple figure in a single voice or in imitation with one or both o~ the 
other v oices; changing it slightly, giving it to another part or mixing 







the themes in a single passage; or leaving it intact. When there was no 
second idea in a movement, the transformations of the initial idea acquired 
ve~J interesting turns in its varied development. All these treatments 
"'tere handled in exqellent proportions. 
For Pergolesi 1 s treatment of the violin, let us revert to Caffarelli 
"'tho states: 
"The sonatas progress sa:f'ely and agreeably for 
the performer, f or there are no virtuosic passages to 
obstruct the i'la:y. The violinistic conception of 
Pergolesi dif~erentiates itself from that of Tartini 
for it is melodious and also, for its characteristic 
sensibility and tenderness. In tP~s, he is in the 
comp any of E0o, Porpora and Durante".2 
To conclude this paper ~i'e "'rill quote again Hugo Riemann iiho recognized 
II Pergolesi for his true genius by placing him i'li th other immortals of the 
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"The uonderful phenomenon of }J!ozart is paralleled 
in musical history only by Pergolesi and Schubert, not 
only by the fact that an early death prematurely ended 
their creativeness (Mozart died at the age of thirty-
five, Schubert at the age of thirty-one and Pergolesi 
at the age of twenty-six), but even more by the pronoun-
ced lyrical tendencies of their talent. All, despite 
early decease, completed their mission, and that which 
they accomplished is i·tri tten in ineffaceable letters in 
the history of music. Of Pergolesi i"l"e have already 
learned that he brought to instrumental music s oulful 
and heartful expressiveness. 11 5 
Gaffarelli; op. cit; f oi..mcl tmder 11 Hot e 11 • 




Sonata XII I 
Sonata XI V 
The ne l e.st t1w tri o s onatas of Pergolesi are s et apart from the others 
becaus e most of the gener a l characteristics applicable t o t~e fir st twelve 
are not t o be f ound here . Their sty le, e.t times, is a bit old f a shioned; 
anci , perhaps , in part, He may submit t o Mr. Burney 1·rhen he stat~s, "they 
are composed in a sty le that 'I'Tas ~-rorn out T:then Pergolesi began to '\-Tri te 11 .1 
Ho·~rever , because there are a fet-r differences in st:rle does not necessarily 
mean they 1:1ere not >-rri tten by Pergolesi. The reader \'Till recognize t hese 
differences in the forthcoming analysis. 
First !'1ovements 
Sonata XIII i n g mi nor is similar i n its pres entati on of the subject 
t o Sonata XI. The latter first stated the subject in d minor then in its 
relative !!lajor, F. Here , the i ntonation of the subject is heard in its 
. h . 1 . ... h • Bb · 2 
· ome · •:ey , g m~ nor, " .en ~n maJor . 
This lively i dea i s follm·red by filler mat eri a l i n g mi n or 1-rhic h '>le •'Till 
Ci. i vid e into t wo parts i n order to faci li_t ate clearer ~:malysis . 
I !I 'l_ihe part marked a i s bas ed on the fi gure J'"ft taken from the subject; and 
the par t marked b , i n its syncopated des i gn, a lludes t o the second he.lf of 
1 t he subject. Not e t he i nterva l leap . Here, i n this s onata and #14, are 
,I 
1. Refer t o p .iii of t hi s paper. 
2 . Tlns i mmedi at e repetition of the subject has been enc ountered 
fr equent l y . _Fo~ a c as e i n p~int refer to Sonata X; P•75 of t lus paper. 
the only times in these sonatas we encounter such wide skips. After the 
tona.li ty is more than clearly defined in a do~mscale passage played in 
unison by the three instruments , the subject co~ences and carries through 
as before in g minor and Bb major. This is an unusual manner of procedure, 
for as ue have seen in t he other sonatas, the second statement of the I 
I 
1
1 subject, even when the principal tonality \'Tas minor, was presented in the 
" domina..'lt 1-::ey. This second entrance of the subject is follo\'red, a gain, by 
subsidiary material made up of two parts. Though the a. part is based on 
the figure mentioned above, its construction is different from the previous 11 
,, presentation. 
I 
The same applies to the b part 'I"Ihi ch is at first changed but then resumes 
its original s hape with on ly a change in t he extended interval leap. 
The dovmscale passage uhich v1as heard in unison before by all three ins tru-
ments is noi't p layed in thirds by t he b ro violins only. This leads us, once lj 
I 
again, into the subject. Hovrever, t :b.is time it is shortened and is heard 
only once in Bb major. The syncopated part of the subject is substituted 




One '\"Till notice that the bass joins in again 't7ith the upper voices. this is, 
in a vTay, significant in that it shoi'TS t hat t he bass does break &WW. frODf. 
its fundamental role(i.e., serving only as a harmonic foundation). However, 
1 save f'qr the fugato movements and a figuration or t"ro in other !!lOVe:!Clents, 
' 
the bass part seldom joins in \'lith the material of the upper parts. When 
tha next section enters, i'Te h8ar the second half of the subsidiary material; 
ru<d, to provide contrast, the next sixteen measures are taken up with 
I 
surrounding material which may be divided into three sections. 




/ Note by comparing \'l'i th previous examp les t hat this part is based on '\fhat has 
jl gone before. The second section,in its brief four measures, sounds in 
c minor and Bb major. This, too, is based on material previously presented. 
The t hird part presents an interesting point. Vlhereas Pergolesi began t his 
subsidiary section with the second half' of the fill-in material, he nm•I ends 
it with the first half' of the initial filler material. Following this, \te 
have a very subtle lead into the subject in g minor through d and c minor 
harmony. 
I 
I The use of' the minor ninth chord is extremely unusual in these sonatas. 
Also, never before has Pergolesi entered a restatement of' the subject in 
61. 
such a way. Nonetheless, immediately following , \'le h ear the subject in its 
tonic key and in Bb major. Ho"Vrever, the conto1..1r of' the syncopated second 
1 half' is altered; nmr, 'lve have t h e f'ollo,.ring: 
A brief coda closes the movement. It is based on the syncopated f i gure, 
the eighth and sixteenth-note figure (J"'SJ ) and the second half' of the 
fill-in material . 
~~ In comparison 'lvi t h the other first movements, this one is unorthodox 
in i t s formal layout. It follO\vs neither the binary n or the ternary form 
t hat 'I'Te have seen before. Hm-rever, it is possible to divide it into three 
parts and call it ternary. The part we 'lvill label exp osition extends up to 
the sing le presentation of the subject in Bb major. From this point to the 
' end of t he subsidiary material 1vhich rras divi ded into three sections, ue 
have the middle part. The recapitulation and coda follm1 . It vras observed 
also that t he harmonic structure did not adher e to the norm rrhich 'I·Tas 
established in the first tvrelve sonatas ; i.e., I-V- V-I. Rather , it follo'l·red 
t he scheme I-III-III-I, minor- major-ma jor-minor. In the earlier da."tlce for ms 
this s c heme was prevalent 1>1hen t he principal tonality was in t he minor key . 
In Sonata XIV, the tonality is in reverse to the above. The first 
p art of the movement begins in C major, the middle part, a minor and t he 
1 third part, again, C major. Hm-rever , ue do not find I-VI-VI-I as our 
scheme, but I-I-VI-I '\ihich is a species of' ternary f orm in which the first 
p art ends in t he key of t he composition. In tp~s event, the third part 
should be restated exactly like t he first (unless t he composer "rishe s other-
wise) i a nd such does happ en in this movement. This for m •·ras also utilized 
in the earlier music . 
62.. 
The theme and surrounding material t'l'hi ch is presented here is far 
removed f rom the type of melodi c line which adorned so many of Pergolesi 1 s 
line 
tri os. In place of the mellifluous me lodicAand easy flm'ling accompaniment 
there is an angular and stiff movemen t uhich reminds us of the old school. 
-
The subsidiary section vthich follo\'I'S consists of running passag es ;·Therein 
the second violin takes an active part in the shaping of the main line. 
11 
-
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It vrill be remembered that primarily the second violin played a minor role 
(i.e., serving as an accompaniment to the first violin) in the other sonatas. 
Hm·1ever, in trio sonatas written about the last half of the Seventeenth 
Century, the second violin uas placed on an almost equal level vli th the 
first violin(e.g., Carelli's trio sonatas). 
The third section of this first part of the movement has the upper 
lines playing 7-6 and 4-) suspensions wlule the bass p lays in a running 
fashion. 
l _ I 
,.J;a....: ....Q. 
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lfli th examples such as this and others to be found in the first tr:lel ve sana-
tas and also # 13, the basso continuc,f:>ractice is surely at its end. The 
fourth and l as t section is made up of running passages in thirds and sixths 
bet;-1een the two violins. As mentioned before, this exposition part ends in 
the tonic; and immediately following is the middle part(not a development 
section in any way) which commences in the relative minor key. 
The theme is not heard as initially presented as the last four bars 
are chang ed( the same p rocedure uas observed in the middle section of sona-
ta XIII). These measures lead into a subsidiary section. Here, ''~"e find 
nothing relating to the subject, but rather broken chord fig~~ation and 
imitation behleen the ti-1o violins supported by a chromatic · , .. ·· line in the 
bass. The imitation section is interesting in its application of the 
augmented sixth chord. 
Never before vias it used in t hese trio sonatas. This section is repeated 
and is follm;ed by material which holds very little interest. F'or four 
1 measures the violins p lay >-<hole notes -vrhile the bass engages in rapid scale 
passages on the dominant • . Counting the two measures preceding these four 
and one follm·ring, we have seven measures of dominant sound. Needless to 
sey, a_"Yl unusual procedure for Pergolesi. Hm'iever, when the dominant chord 
finally resolves itself, it does so in c minor; and with a chang e to C ma jor 





ends as the first part of the movement. 
Sec ond Movements 
The mood of these slow second movements follo'l'ts the same trend of 
thought as the other second movements in t heir dulcet and s moothly flowing 
line. Their point of difference, however, is in their f orm. ~·fhereas before 
vre f ound al'l/the other movements , save one, in the binary form, vTe nou have 
hro 11hich are patterned after the ternary form. 
The adagio movement of Sonata XIII is divided into three parts not 
by virtue of key c hange but by melodic change. Tonal modulations play no 
part in its formati on for there are none; the entire movement being in Eb 
major . 
The first part is very brief; just long enough to state the theme. 
In vie'~<ting t his example one r ecalls one of the technical features quote.d 3 
from Rm·ren 1 s book, Early Chamber ~lusi c: 
11 \'lhen the melodic instruments 1·rere in thirds or 
sixths, they fared better 1·ti thout additional embellish-
ments , for then the t>-to main parts the:msel ves t-Tere 
construed as being ornamental 11 • 
Ho>·rever, note the added embellishment of the trill in the first movement of 
Sonata XIII, p.60J and also, in the above. 
The second part 'I'Thich comprises the bulk of the movement g rovrs gradu-
ally. There are four brief' sections \'Thi ch lead us up to the thematic idea 
sotmding on the dominant seventh and dominant chords. 




Note the menial t a sk of t he s econd violin; and throughout this section it 
is t reated in such a fashion. :' This is truly an indication(not to mention 
I 
the many. other instances) that - ·~he solo sonata was taking the place of the 
II trio sonata. 
movement ensues. 
Follo'l'ring this dominant s ounding passage, the climax of the 
..... ...... 
l I l I 
...... +c . 
'£/hen this section subsides, it does s o in a very peculiar \·ray ; i.e.' pecu-
liar t o these sonatas. It ends on a deceptive cadence. The bro bars \'Thi ch 
follm·r this introduce the third and last part of the movement rrhich returns 
to the first part of the theme and concludes. 
The ternary structure of the l a r g o movement in Sonata XIV is clearly ' 
discernible through the harmonic pattern. We meet, once again, the I-V-V-I 
scheme. The movement in f minor begins \'lith: 
and follOi'ring this is an intermediate passage which leads into a repetition 




11;~~ y q I; r; ;;if I 4 ~Uoill~Htr t!f t 
... 
In the second intermediate passage which f'ollorts this a..l'J.d leads in to the 
the middle part, we hear, for the second time in these sonatas, a decep-
ti ve cadence. 
I-1oving into the middle part, r:re find very little that is nei·< . The 
c minor tonality is shaded slightly by g minor . Hov1ever, rather than being I 
I 
a chang e of key, it is used as a seconda~J dominant in c minor. 
With a tail-piece appended to the above part, we are led by a dovm-
scale movement in the bass back to the key of f minor and a sort o:P recapi-
tulation of the material. 
rl 
II 
The progression of the material does not follovr 
as in the exposition, but instead, there is an intermingling of t he various 
parts . For example, note the change in the third measure; 
Thi s is taken from the second presentation of the subject. The fourth 
measure is retained. The concluding phrases of the movement are based on 
the double triplet figure and the pas sage \'rhich included the deaeptive 
cadence. 
Third Movements 
The last movement of Sonata XIII i s r~itten in a fugat o style. The 
subject, begim1.ing on the f ifth of the tonic chord, g minor, is ansv1ered 
tonally. The remainder of t h e subject is a..l'J.swered real. 
material of the counter-subject. 
One i·Till notice it proceeds in . imitation. The close of the episode is 
taken up by the first violin playing solo i'Tith whole notes in the bass. 
Needless to say, quite unusual i'Then no response is forthcoming from t h e 
other inst'ruments. 
The middle part or counter-exposition in d minor ensues with t he 
a.nsi'Ter being stated first in the second violin. 4 The episode -vrhich follo-vrs 
is made up of the same material as the previous one. This time, houever, 
the imitation is carried on by the first violin and bass. The solo violin 
section is eliminated. 
The material of the exp osition resumes in the coQ~ter-exposition II 
with t h e subject in the se.cond violin. The bass entrance is last and from 
t h i s , the movement moves into the coda . ~hich uses material from the imita-
ti ve episode. The measures i'Thich conclude this movement are i'Tri t ten in a 
homophonic style. 
The allegro movement of Sonata XIV falls into the binary form category 
ui th the harmonic scheme I-V-V-I. The melodic materie..l of the fi r s t part is 
far more interesting t han that of the second part. The first part in 0 · 
.. 
1
- h. This feature has been recognized before; e. g ., Sonata VI, p.41 of this 
p aper. 
maj or begins: 
--------------~~--~--------------------------
and cont inues in the follo;·fing manner: 
~ -
Q> ti i I Eli I tiJ I tD I t:Uf fili 17 illfTfu I 
The second part, continv..ing 'l'rf"th the G major tonality e s tablished at 
end of' the first part, intones the theme in the beginning portion. ~1hat ' 11 
follo1trs is, in part, mere display and makes little attempt at melodic inte-
gration a s we saw in t he first part. 
I 
After observing these last two trio sonatas which have various c harac-
teristics dif'f erent f'rom t he first twelve, one wonders about the nature of 
11 the missing sixteen that l'-1r . Oaffarelli mentions in t he Qpera Omnia di 
,, Giova...nni Battista Pergolesi.5 It 1-rould certainly be a gr eat enlightenment, 
I not to mention the satisfaction, if it c ould be proved conclusively that 
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